Chairman
1. Do you look after our pensions?
2. I have heard that the returns are falling. Do you supervise it?
3. What do you handle?
4. Is handling Parliamentary questions a burden?
5. Why should we be careful while giving information to Parliament?
6. What is put and call option?
M1 (Lady)
1. Do you think cricket is hurting other sports?
2. How will you promote swimming?
3. What are the different types of strokes in swimming?
4. Have you come across any case of sexual harassment? What is the mechanism of
handling them?
5. 1 or 2 cross questions regarding the same.
M2
1. Carrying on the same topic, do you think that Me Too movement is a sham?
2. Do you think that shariat law requirement of having 2 witnesses is a solution & can be
implemented in India?
3. If a girl invites a man to her home and then sexual harrassment happens, what's your
view on it?
4. IRDAI is facing problem of fradulent calls. What will you do for this situation?
Counter question 1 or 2.
5. What is breach of privilege & privilege motion? What are its consequences?
6. What are the consequences of giving wrong information to Parliament?

M3
1. You live in East delhi. The pollution level is quite high. What will you do to change the
situation?
2. What do you know about the smart city?
3. What is smart in smart city?
M4
1. What is trade deficit?
2. Is it bad always?
3. How will you turn it into your advantage? 1 or 2 questions regarding the same.
4. How are imports and job growth related?
Chairman again
1. Have you heard of US Treasury bonds?
2. Who are the biggest purchasers of it?

3. What is transfer pricing?
4. What are the kinds of frauds happening in banks?
5. What is trial balance?
6. Did Nirav Modi have a perfect trial balance?( With sarcasm)
M2 again
1. What is the use of giving powers of civil court when they can't take directly action
against the fraudulent people?

